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VOSIM (VOice SIMulation) sound synthesis is based on the idea that by employing
repeating tone-burst signals of variable pulse duration and variable delay, a sound output of
high linguistic and musical expressive power can be obtained. Conventional means such as
oscillator and filter banks were therefore entirely dispensed with, basically simpler apparatus
being used instead: two tone-burst generators and a mixer. Starting with these rudiments, the
aim is an optimal representation of the input data and a progressive application of logical
calculus to the sound-synthesis process.

1. INTRODUCTION: In 1972 Werner Kaegi embarked in the same way. For this aim Kaegi started by carefully

on an investigation, the purpose of which was to obtain observing the waveforms of speech sounds and looking for
insight into the sign repertory on which communication "invariants": characteristics of these signals that are
via music and speech, the two chief communication essential to the nature of the sign. Once these are known, it
systems that make use of acoustic signals, is based. The ought to be possible to reduce the signal to a more simple
attention was primarily directed toward the linguistic sign one without affecting its relationship to the sign. An
repertory, one argument being that this repertory, although important first result [1] was that it turned out to be
not completely investigated and familiar, is less obscure possible to reduce the waveform of one period of the
and easier to work with than the repertory of musical vowel-sound "a" to the simple form of a sin 2 pulse (Fig.

signs. An important point was that it is possible in this 1). This gives us the basic principle of VOSIM sound
case to decide whether a series of basic signs forms a unit synthesis: to generate sounds exclusively by means of sin 2
(word, sentence) belonging to the relevant language or pulses of variable duration and variable delay. Signals of
not. This is far more difficult in the case of musical signs, this kind will in the following be referred to as VOS1M

A second argument was that a synthesis method able to functions or VOSIM signals.
produce natural speech sounds would be flexible enough to
be Used in a sophisticated sound-synthesis system for 2. THE VOSIM MODEL
musical use. Experiments were made with various other pulseforms,

There is moreover an unmistakably close relationship but the sin 2pulse finally became the point of departure for
between speech and music, meaning that insight into the the VOSIM model albeit in a more complicated form: a
linguistic sign repertory might lead to insight into the series of N sin 2pulses of equal duration T, with decreasing

musical sign repertory, amplitude (starting with value A) and followed by a delay
Summarized briefly, the investigation was first aimed at M (Fig. 2).

developing a model with which it would be possible to The amplitude decrease does not occur exponentially,
· describe and generate the Indo-European linguistic basic as in the case of natural systems, but in steps. This means
signs in a metrical fashion, and then to expand and adapt that each pulse is a pure sin2 pulse with an amplitude that
this model so that musical signs could also be approached is a particular, constant factor b smaller than that of the

preceding pulse. This was chosen because it is simpler in
form than an exponentially damped series. It can be* Presented at the 53rd Convention of the Audio Engineering

Society, Zurich, Switzerland, March 1976; revised November shown, moreover, that this approach has only negligible
1977. consequencesforthe signal'sspectrum[2].
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The problem in generating signals with the complexity examples involves the use of only one "generator" each
Of speech and music signals is approached in the VOSIM time. The input dimensions are now arranged on a line
model via the time domain. It is, of course, always from left to right. Each line accordingly describes a state
possible to have a look at VOSIM functions via the of the sound to be described. By 'joining several lines
frequency domain. This will be done later in this paper. At together we can describe sequences of sound states (such
the moment we only mention the most striking fact as attack, steady state, decay, stop)and also sequences of
occurring, that as well as a strong component correspond- different kinds of sounds, etc. The VOSIM model thus
ing to the repetition frequency f0 of the signal [fo = 1/(NT makes it possible to describe the development of sound in
+ M)], the spectrum also exhibits a peak corresponding in time:
position to the frequency of the sin 2 pulses. There is r DT M DM D A DA b N S NM NP.

consequently a "formant" area (the form depending on N a) Vowel/a/(as in Italian "Roma"). Frequency 110 Hz

and b), and this accounts for the applicability of the signal + 60 cents; frequency modulation (FM) speed 0.2 Hz;
for the simulation of speech and music signals when this total duration 1000 ms. The pulse duration of 960 /as
problem is approached via the frequency domain, corresponds to 1041.7 Hz and acts as formant:

Experience and theoretical consideration have shown
960 0 1410 0 655 511 0 75 8 I 550 110. (1)

that the small number of only two synchronized VOSIM
functions, added together by means of mixing, is sufficient b) Unvoiced fricative / £ / (as Shanghai). Duration 240
for synthesizing speech sounds of probably all Indo- ms. The deviation of the random modulation in the first
European languages, and that on this basis richer resources

of musical sounds can be synthesized. With only three s.-)ln/__

synchronized VOSIM functions we were able to produce f
violin sounds.

T, M, N, A, and b are the primary variables. In order to a
obtain vibrato, frequency modulation, and noise sounds,

M has to be modulatable, either sinusoidally or randomly. 5 _0

This leads to the following three variables: S(the choice as _(J)]/_t J_ '_ (_)
to sine or random), D (the maximum deviation of M), and /

VLNM (the modulation rate expressed in the number of b
periods in which a complete modulation cycle has to be
performed). Finally, four more variables were introduced
for the description of transitional sounds: NP (the number s(T)[/_ : 5 · T(_) l0

of periods) and DT, DM, and DA (the positive or negative 1
increments of T, M and A, respectively, in the given c /

number of periods NP via linear interpolation) [3].
The complete list of variables is therefore as follows:
T (/as) pulsewidth 5 .T (,_) iD

DT (/as) in- or decrement of T _.-)[ f_ !
M (/as) delay T
DM (/as) in- or decrement of M d /

D (/as) deviation
A amplitude of first pulse (511 = 10 volts)
DA in- or decrement of A s , _(Ms) _o

b (%) attenuation constant Fig. 1. Data reduction, a. Waveform of a very low spoken
N number of pulses per period vowel "a" (92 Hz). b. Reduction 1. c. Reduction 2. d. Sin2
S type of modulation (1 = sine, 0 = random) pulse with T = 1.2 ms. b, c, and d also generate vowel "a."
NM modulation rate

NP number of periods.

Based on this refined VOSIM model, a minimum descrip- S(T)
tion was aimed at for the description of the linguistic signs; j
this means that of the (eventually two or three times) 12

variables, those were traced whose value determines the-_- ---i_ ___

relevant sign, and their value ranges were determined.

The minimum description has been completed and parts of - --[.... :
it were published [1], [3]. The investigation into musical

signs has begun in the meantime; the description for a
largenumberofmusicalinstrumentsisalreadyfinished. , .

Here are some examples [data lines (1)-(14)]. They are
not only intendedto facilitateunderstandingof the text, - T- so _ J(_)'

but also to enable the reader to reproduce the described Fig. 2. The VOSIM time function. N = 8, b = 0.85, T = 10
sounds himself. For the sake of simplicity, our choice of ms.
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data line satisfies the condition 2D = T = M (with T = h) Tones c sharp" (10), e" (11), and a (12) of a
200 /as corresponding to 5 kHz), and generates the harpsichord. Frequencies 554.6 Hz, 659.6 Hz, and 220
characteristic noise band of the fricative: Hz: total duration in ail cases 1000 ms; attack 10 ms;

decay 20 ms; stop (fourth data line) 5 ms. The characteris-
200 0 200 0 100 50 250 75 I 0 120 600. (2)

tic striking of the' string is realized by incrementing T,
c) Tone a" of a soprano, with vibrato. Total duration from T = 184/_s in the first data line to T = 252/-ts in the

2006 ms; frequency 909 Hz; FM ca. 6 Hz; duration of second line; the amplitude envelope plays a role too.
attack 332 ms (first data line). See (13). The timbre is an
/a/vowel as in 1): 184 68 515 -476 0 500 0 75 7 1 5543 5

(attack) (10)

960 0 140 0 60 450 61 75 I 1 152 302 252 0 39 0 0 300-200 75 7 1 5543 536

(attack) (3) 252 0 30 0 0 100-100 75 7 1 5543 11

960 0 140 0 116 511 0 75 1 1 152 1522. (decay)

-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d) Syllable/? a/(as Shanghai). See (2) and (1). Total

duration1000ms; frequency110Hz; FMdeviation+ 60 (stop).
cents, FM speed 0.2 Hz (second data line); duration of the (A negative number in the first column indicates a pause
fricative240 ms (first data line): duration in milliseconds.)

200 0 200 0 I00 50 250 75 1 0 120 600 184 68 596 -340 0 500 0 75 5 1 6592 6

[see(2)] (4) (11)
960 0 1410 0 655 511 0 75 8 I 550 18

252 0 256 0 0 300-200 75 5 1 6592 637

[see(1)]. 252 0 256 0 0 I00 -100 75 5 I 6592 13

e) Syllable/sa/ (as in French Sabine). Frequency 220 -5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.
Hz; other data as in d). Here the random modulation in the
first data line satisfies the condition 2D = T = M (with T 184 68 1417-1156 0 500 0 75 17 1 2200 2
= 80/.ts, corresponding to 12.5 kHz): (12)

252 0 261 0 0 300-200 75 17 1 2200 213
80 0 80 0 40 50 250 75 1 0 120 1500 (5)

252 0 261 0 0 100-100 75 17 I 2200 4
960 0 705 0 327 511 0 75 4 1 1100 36

-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.
[see ( 1)].

i) Portato of a soprano from a" (909 Hz) to a' (476 Hz).
f) Syllable/fa/(as in Italian Alfa). Frequency 329.7 Hz; See (3):

other data as in d). Here the random modulation in the first

data line satisfies the condition D = M (with T -- 80/.ts, 960 0 140 0 60 450 61 75 I 1 152 302
correspondingto12.5kHz): (attack)(13)

960 0 140 0 116 511 0 75 1 1 152 1522

80 0 120 0 120 50 200 75 1 0 120 1200 (6) 960 0 256 1100 0 511 0 75 1 1 152 610

960 0 1113 0 218 511 0 75 2 1 1648 54 (portato)

[see(1)]. 960 0 180 0 150 511 0 75 2 I 76 762.

g) Tones c sharp" (7), e" (8), and a" (9) of a clarinet in B j) The first nine tones from Stravinsky's score "The
flat. Frequencies 554.6 Hz, 659.6 Hz, and 880.3 Hz; total Rite of Spring" (high bassoon):
duration in all cases 1000 ms; attack 50 ms (first data line),

decay 90 ms (third data line). In all three examples the 948 0 15 0 5 0 511 75 2 1 150 55

condition INT -MI < 15, that is, NT -----M is satisfied; (attack) (14)

therefore only odd-numbered harmonics occur: 948 0 15 0 6 511 0 75 2 1 150 1200
948 0 128 0 0 250 0 75 2 I I 47

448 0 907 0 4 200 311 100 2 1 923 27 948 0 15 0 0 150 0 75 2 1 I 49

(attack) (7) 948 0 128 0 0 150 100 75 2 I 1 47

448 0 907 0 4 511 0 100 2 1 923 478 948 0 655 0 0 200 0 75 2 1 1 116

448 0 907 0 4 511-400 100 2 1 923 49 948 0 1138 0 0 200 0 75 2 1 1 98

(decay)

948 0 128 0 0 200 0 75 2 I '1 147

376 0 764 0 3 200 311 100 2 I 1098 32 948 0 376 0 0 300 -50 75 2 I 1 526

(8) 948 0 15 0 0 255 0 75 2 I 1 206.

376 0 764 0 3 511 0 100 2 I 1098 568 [For (14) see Figs. 9 and 10.]
376 0 764 0 3 511 -400 100 2 I 1098 59

284 0 568 0 2 200 311 100 2 1 1466 44 3. DESIGN OFEXPERIMENTS
(9) Use was made of both analog and digital equipment for

284 0 568 0 2 511 0 100 2 1 1466 757 the experiments carried out in the course of the investiga-

284 0 568 0 2 511 -400 100 2 1 1466 79. tion. Analog equipment was used for a primary determina-
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tion of the value ranges of the variables. This equipment is the sound to be described. Since relevant dimensions are
ideal, because of its flexibility, for a first approach, and noticeable for the invariance of their arguments, they can
what is more, VOSIM signals can be simply produced be represented by constants and/or terms. For the non-
with standard generators. A special piece of apparatus was relevant dimensions, on the other hand, any value from the
developed for the stepwise decay mentioned before [2]. corresponding range of values can be used as an argument,
The experiments were then continued systematically with and we consequently say that the variables of the non-
digital equipment, which is of course indispensable when relevant dimensions are tied by a universal quantifier V.
series of, and transitions between, VOSIM signals have to We can now apply this procedure to the above examples
be generated. At first the signals were generated with (1) to (14), for instance, and in the new form they no
software (programs VOSIM1 to VOSIM3) with the aid of longer describe individual particular cases of sounds
a PDP-15 computer, but from the moment that the (individual description)but their characteristic properties;
variables DT, DM, and DA cropped up, this was no longer that is, in general the sound (15) of a syllable /fa/
possible. The number of calculations to be carried out was [generalization of (4)], (16) of a syllable/sa/ [generaliza-
simply too high, which is why a digital oscillator was tion of (5)], (17) of a syllable/fa/ [generalization of (6)],
developed[4]. (18)of a B-flatclarinet[generalizationof (10)-(12)]:

T DT M DM D A DA b N S NM duration (ms)

200 0 T -N. DT 1/2T 50 250 75 I 0 120 240 (15)
960 0 V -N. DT V 511 0 75 N* V V

withM _<2T andN* = (106/F -M)/T,
80 0 T -N. DT 1/2T 50 250 75 I 0 120 240 (16)

960 0 V -N. DT V 511 0 75 N* V V V

80 0 120 -N. DT M 50 200 75 1 0 120 240 (17)
960 0 ¥ -N. DT ¥ 511 0 75 N* ¥ V V

T 0 NT -N. DT 0 200 311 100 106/2FT V V 50 (18)
T 0 NT -N. DT 0 511 0 1O0 10_;/2FT V V V
T 0 NT -N. DT 0 511 -400 100 106/2FT V V 90

withF being the pitch frequency, 284 _<T _<476,
184 68 V -N. DT 0 500 0 75 N* V V 10 (19)
252 0 V -N. DT 0 300 -200 75 N* V V V
252 0 V -N. DT 0 100 -100 75 N* V V 20
-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O.

At any rate, the equipment's task is to apply VOSIM It is usual today to refer to a function which assumes one
functions, described in the input dimensions, one to one in of the two logical values (true or false) as a predicate. A
an s(t) representation. The apparatus can therefore be relation R(e_, e2, ' ' ', el,) which according to the argu-
regarded very generally as an operator P mapping the ments assigned to the expressions e _, e 2, · ' ', e,, is true or
input V onto a VOSIM signal function s(t): false, is thus a predicate. Examples (15)-(19) can, in the

p same fashion, be regarded as relations which describe the
V _ s(t). sounds to be described either truly or falsely. We therefore

speak of VOSIM predicates and call the ones which
The model's goal is to describe VOSIM functions in an assume the true value calculable VOSIM predicates since,
optimal representation with regard to the desired output, when the variables bound by universal quantifiers areWe shall refer to this description as the input V since it can

replaced by constants, they always result in true sound
be represented as an n-dimensional vector, as shown in the description [such as in examples (1)-(14)]. With this
above examples: principleas abasis, workis at presentnotonlybeingdone

V = (x_, x2, xa, ' · ', xk, · · ', x,_) on a list of calculable VOSIM predicates, but the sound

The totality of all possible m input vectors V can be synthesis programs MIDIM8 and MIDIM9 have also been
developed (Minimum Description of Music). These pro-

regarded as an n × m table or matrix M (set of all vectors grams can easily be expanded to become very versatileV) where n is the number of dimensions or columns and m
the number of vectors or lines, m being dependent on the composing programs [5]- [7].

The same applies to work being done in the field of
definition of the value ranges of the variables x _to Xn, for

VOSIM speech synthesis [see examples (1)-(6) and
example, on the sampling rate. Each generated sound is (15)-(17)].
then described by either a single line or a sequence of lines '
of the matrix. These lines are the protocol of the generated 4. THE SPECTRUM
sound, or its metric description within the VOSIM model.

The signal function shown in Fig. 2 is described by
As already stated, the chief objective of the experiments is
to find the input dimensions relevant to the description of s(t) = f(t).p(t).
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In this,f(t) is the staircase-shaped envelope (for conven- formed by Eq. (A). This signal has an obvious formant
ience's sake we assume A to be equal to 1): character. Besides the pitch, which is determined by the

repetition frequency, frequency components in the vicinity
_'-i of 11are accentuated. As we already know, many speech

fit) = u(t) -bN-_.u(t-NT) + (b-l) _ b"-_'u(t-nT) and musical sounds have a formant structure, and thisn=l

explains the usability of the model (for a more detailed

u(t) being the step function: description see [8]).
For certain special values of N and b which are of

1, ift > 0 particular importance for speech sounds, simpler expres-u(t) = 0, if t < 0 sions can be found for the spectrum:

and p(t) is the sinusoidal carrier: a) N = 2, b _< I:
60

p'(t) = _(1 -cos_t)( = sin2211t) Is(6o)l= sin z-_- N/I + 2b-cos 2rr6o +b 2.60 2

with 11 = 2z'/T. 6o(_-1)
The Fourier transform of this signal is

j(1 -e -_/a) 1 -bN-e -_js'o/n The time function is shown in Fig. 5, the magnitude
S(6o) = _-oj(_-_l-_ = ]-) I - b'e -_j'°m spectrum in Fig. 6.

b) b = 1:

S(0) / l/eT' 1-b s sin rrN_-= 17' ifb < I Is(6o)l= 0,2[
o

IATN, ifb = I to(p-l)
l-b N

%T. I -_' ifb < I See Figs. 7 and 8 for an illustration of the time function
S(II) = %TN, ifb = 1.

From this it follows for the magnitude spectrum: Js(o,I
t

sin
rr_- I - 2bN-cos 2,rNat + b2N

Is( l= iA)
1 - 2b-cos 27r_- + b 2 0.ce6o(_- l )

I -b N

V2T' l-_-b' ifb< 1
Is(0)l = iATN if b = I

0,01

lAT. I -bN

1_ ifb < 1
[Y(11)1= iArN ifb = 1

and for the phase spectrum: l_ 1 _ t.;,(× 105l_Vs)

qb(tO)= tan ' Fig. 3. Magnitude spectrum forN = 8, b = 0.85, T = 10ms.
6o 6O

(1 +b)sin ,r_- -bNsin(2N +l)ir _ - +bN+lsin(2N-l)_'_ - _ i -----., (x103_1
i r

(b- l)cos +0 cos( + -b 6O
(B)

Fig. 3 shows the magnitude spectrum and Fig. 4 the phase -n
spectrum of the signal in Fig. 2.

A few characteristic properties of the magnitude spec-
trum can be observed. It is roughly described by the

product of a sin x/x a factor with a periodic function. The -2_
consequence of this factor is that the spectrum outside the
frequency range 0-211 can be ignored. There is also a
strong dc component and finally, the most important _t_(,,,_
property, the spectrum exhibits a peak in the vicinity of 12. (_)
When the signal is repeated periodically, the spectrum
changes into a discrete spectrum, the envelope of which if Fig. 4. Phase spectrum for N = 8, b = 0.85, T = 10 ms.
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and the spectrum, teristicsof the waveformand from the spectrum, and'then
When the signal in Fig. 7 is repeated periodically to verify by means of experiment. Fig..9 shows the

(repetition frequency Il'), any harmonics which coincide spectrum of a bassoon tone, and Fig. 10 that of a VOSIM
with the zero crossovers are missing from the spectrum, approximation of that tone, realized in this way [see
From example(14),secondline]).

nIl'
sin _rN - 0

II 5. THE VOSlM OSCILLATOR

it can easily be derived that'the above will be the case with Experiments with the _ignals described here have been

harmonics whose number is a multiple of (1 + MINT), performed with both analog and digital equipment. The
possibly with the exception of the formant frequency ri'Il' value ranges of the parameters were determined with the
(=l-IL flexibleanalogapparatus.Formorepreciseandreproduci-

A generally valid procedure for deriving the parameters ble signal generation, a computer (PDP-15) was used. A
of the description from a given signal does not (yet) exist, computer is indispensable for the production of longer
With a little experience, however, it is perfectly possible series of VOSIM signals (for example, synthetic speech).
to make an assessment of these parameters from charac- It is easy to generate (software) stationary VOSIM

signals using a computer. This becomes more difficult as

s(T)[ the numberof variablesincreases,certainlywhen two

[ 11 independentVOSIMsignalsare to be generatedsimul-
taneously, and so it was finally decided to make use of a
digital oscillator. The point of departure here was that any

Is(o_)l

!

0.03

_ t (MS) 100

Fig. 5. Time function forN = 2, b = 0.75, Y = 10 ms.

Is(o_)l

t

0.005 _-- -- ,

.() 1 .-.._ o_(x10_;_/s)

Fig. 8. Magnitude spectrum lorn = 6, b = 1, T = 10 ms.

is(i)
12 1 ...4,. tO (x105 RAD/S)

Fig. 6. Magnitude spectrum lorn = 2, b = 0.75, T = 10 ms.

S(T)

,L , __ I A, ...... ,,
_ T (MS) ifil 0.8 1.6 2.q 3'2--_.F(ri,a) 4.0

Fig. 7. Time function forN = 6, b = l, T = 10 ms. Fig. 9. Spectrum of a bassoon tone (253 Hz).
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VOSIM signal can be regarded as a series of single sin 2 read-only memory.) The circuits required for reading in
pulses with a particular amplitude and duration, and the samples are disregarded here. A 7-bit address counter

followed by a delay (that can be 0 in the case of connecting which counts from 0 to 127 is responsible for sending the
· pulses). We decided to construct an oscillator capable of samples one by one to a digital-to-analog converter where

supplying this kind of elementary signal and thus requiring they are converted into an analog voltage. The speed at
three control data items. Two such oscillators were built, which the address counter is increased thus determines the

The input data (lines with the 12 variables according to the pulse width T. In order to make this pulsewidth variable,
list discussed above) are read from disk and converted by a the trigger pulses for the address counter are derived from

program into the corresponding T,M, and A values for the a preset counter in which a number depending on T is
two oscillators. Interpolation and modulation are thus placed. As soon as the preset value is reached in this
software realized. Fig. 11 shows the block diagram of the counter, which is triggered by a 2-MHz clock, a pulse is
oscillator. The core is an 8-bit 128-word random access produced, triggering the address counter. Practically the
memory (RAM) in which the sampling values of a sin 2 same system is used for the realization of the delay. Once
pulse are placed. (In connection with other possible the RAM has been run through completely, a memory-
applications of the oscillator, a RAM was used instead of a disable pulse is given. The delay preset counter is in-

creased by a fixed frequency until the set value is reached,

and the cycle starts running through the RAM again. In
is(_)l orderto makeit possibleto controlthe amplitude,the

I digital-to-analogconverteremployedis a multiplyingtype. The number in the amplitude buffer is converted into
an analog voltage which serves as reference voltage for the
output converter.

There are of course several other ways to design an
oscillator with the described properties. An example is
Christiansen' s microprocessor-based design [9 ].
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electroacoustical music for the first time in 1951 at the

Padsradio. StanTempelaarswas bornin Breda,Holland,in 1938.
His numerous compositions of instrumental and elec- He studied physics and musicology in Utrecht.

tronic music have been performed at many international Since 1961 he has been working at the Institute of
festivals (including International Festival Lucern, Berlin, Sonology of the University of Utrecht (formerly known as
Avignon, Zagreb, Nordlyd Oslo). He won numerous the Studio for Electronic Music), first as a student, later as
competitions and on commission from the Swiss govern- a staff member and teacher. Originally he concentrated on
ment wrote the electronic music for the Swiss Pavilion at the development of analog studio equipment, but after the
the Osaka World's Fair in 1970. Dr. Kaegi is the author of institute's purchase of a computer his work turned to the
technical books about electronic music: Was ist elek- application of digital signal processing in the field of
tronische Musik (Zurich 1967) and Vom Sinuston zur sonology.
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